
CORPORATE OVERVIEW 
 
An award-winning multidisciplinary consulting firm, Skelly and Loy develops cost-effective, 
practical, and innovative solutions to successfully address the issues facing our clients  
today. 
 
Since 1969, our goal has been to provide clients with quality work performed on time and 
within budget. Our success in achieving this goal is best demonstrated through the            
continued growth of the firm and our portfolio of repeat clients. 
 
With 6 offices and over 200 employees, Skelly and Loy continues to build our strong  
foundation and enhance our offering of professional services. As a result, our                     
comprehensive engineering and environmental services are extremely diversified.  
 
MISSION STATEMENT 
 
Skelly and Loy is determined to exceed total client expectations in the performance of 
quality engineering and environmental services. 
 
CORE VALUES 
 
• To exceed client expectations through the production of quality work, on time, and 

within budget 
• To keep staff members gainfully employed through challenging work 
• To earn a reasonable profit 
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Portal 
To the Mining Industry 

 
Have you ever heard the expression, “One man’s music is 
another man’s noise?” While this popular cliché may apply 
to noise sources such as a roaring racecar or a high-voltage 
heavy metal band, noise related to the mining industry is 
rarely perceived as “music.” While the harmony of mineral 
processing equipment may bring joy to the facilities’ 
production personnel, the neighbors are seldom elated. 

Noise is a major environmental concern of  the public when a 
new mining operation is proposed, or when an existing facility requires expansion. 
Unwanted sound, or noise, is unavoidable in the mining industry and effective 
management of noise is essential for the success of any facility. The professional 
acoustic experts of Skelly and Loy understand the issues surrounding noise pollution  
and are prepared to provide the solutions necessary to address noise issues for our 
clients. This article presents a brief introduction of acoustical principles and discusses 
the current practices in noise analysis impact and mitigation relative to mining noise. 

Noise emissions from surface mineral extraction operations can be categorized into three 
major sources; mobile equipment (i.e., drills, loaders, dozers, dredges, etc), stationary 
facilities (i.e., crushers, screens, processing plants, maintenance shops, etc), and delivery 
facilities (i.e., trucks, trains, loadouts, etc.) . The magnitude of the sounds emitted from these 
source categories is highly variable. Noise emissions vary depending upon plant size, age of 
equipment, enclosures, types of equipment, number of components, etc.  
 
Noise emissions and the associated affects to the local acoustical environment are, in turn, 
affected by the timing, duration, and frequency of the noise event. For example, activities that 
may attract more complaints could include plant start-up, vehicular back-up alarms, and 
overburden removal, because either the timing or the nature (tone) of the noise is particularly 
disturbing. The extraction, processing, and transport of material inherently increases local 
sound levels and potentially, adversely affects local neighboring land uses. The management 
of noise is a crucial element in the success of a quarry or mine. Existing facilities should 
document baseline conditions and address any noise source that repeatedly results in 
neighbor complaints. Proposed expansions and new facilities need to address noise early in 
the permitting process. Existing facilities should closely monitor their off-site sound levels and 
undertake a pro-active public relations program when complaints are received.  

Noise Emission Sources 

Mining Noise: Emission, Analysis, Mitigation 

Noise Measurement of  
Processing Plant 
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The analysis of surface mineral extraction noise varies from project to project. 
While the acoustical impact of existing operations can be easily quantified through 
field noise measurements, the evaluation of proposed activities is more complex in 
that it requires modeling to simulate future conditions. Simulation can be as simple 
as extrapolating equipment sound level emissions strictly based upon distance, or 
could be as comprehensive as three-dimensional computer modeling incorporating 
terrain, ground cover, meteorological effects, and abatement designs into the     
calculations. In any event, a solid monitoring and modeling methodology is          
essential in the completion of a sound level assessment. 
 
In the case where an existing operation is receiving noise complaints from 
neighbors, community noise measurements are essential in determining the        
acoustical impact and compliance with local regulations. While measurement       
locations are often required along the operations property line, some locations      
further from the property boundary may yield higher noise levels due to terrain or 
shielding effects.  In addition, near-field emission measurements may be required 
to assess benefits of noise reduction devices.  The locations and times of the         
measurements could be coordinated with community groups and used as an        
opportunity to educate residents while adding to the credibility of the study. 
 
When an existing facility is modified, expanded, 
or when a new mining facility is proposed, 
noise modeling is often used to simulate future 
conditions. As with most modeling             
methodology, the process generally starts with 
a screening assessment. Worst-case             
calculations for the closest sensitive land uses 
can be made based on manufacturers’ rated 
noise emissions (or actual measurements). If 
this simplistic approach yields sound levels   
below the appropriate criteria, further           
assessment is generally not required (unless 
public opposition spurs more detailed       
analysis). If impacts are noted, refined        
modeling is often conducted to   obtain a more               
reasonable assessment of the future        
acoustical environment.  
 
Detailed noise modeling is often conducted using computer programs such as the 
Environmental Noise Model (ENM – RTA Technology), Cadna A (Datakustik), or 
SoundPlan (Braunstein + Berndt). Refined computer modeling involves the          
incorporation of detailed three-dimensional terrain data, multiple source evaluation 
(line, area, point sources), 1/3 octave source emission data, meteorological data,               
enclosure/abatement, and source directivity. Detailed modeling allows for the 
quick analysis of a myriad of operating scenarios and abatement alternatives.   

Analysis/Prediction  
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Sound emitted from truck traffic, processing equipment, and extraction machinery can result in 
noise impacts and residential complaints. Noise abatement alternatives often need to be evaluated 
for existing equipment or in concert with a proposed expansion project. Mitigation analysis is often         
performed using modeling software because multiple scenarios can be simulated quickly to obtain 
the most cost-effective noise reduction solution. 
 
Noise mitigation at surface mineral extraction operations can take a variety of forms. Earth berms,    
coupled with vegetative plantings, are commonly used around the perimeter of a quarry operation to          
effectively reduce sounds levels, as well as visually shield the facility from the community. Often, if a 
noise source is not visible, complaints are minimized due to the “out of sight, out of mind” principle. 
Earth berms and plantings improve the operation’s aesthetic appeal and are often required by land    
development regulations. The proper design of an earth berm is essential in obtaining noticeable 
noise reductions in the community, and generally the line of sight from the noise source to the      
receiver needs to be broken. Properly designed berms can reduce sound levels by up to 15 dBA.  
 
Plant design and layout is also an integral element in the transmission of sounds offsite.  Stockpiles 
of processed material should be situated adjacent to the plant in a location that shields residential 
areas from a direct sound path. Loadout facilities should be designed to minimize vehicular backup 
alarm noise by providing a continuous loop for haul trucks. A new pit should be opened at the       
farthest location from noise sensitive land uses. As the pit ages and expands toward the sensitive 
areas, the depth of the pit and highwalls will help attenuate the sound, particularly for deep, open pit 
mining. 
  
Back-up alarm noise causes many of the noise complaints associated with surface operations. These 
alarms are installed for safety purposes (MSHA, OSHA regulations), and can cause annoyance due to 
the tone of the sound. This back-up alarm noise can be particularly annoying during nighttime hours. 
Smart reverse alarms are available and can reduce and often eliminate the annoying back-up alarm 
without compromising safety. Warning devices such as strobe lights, variable alarms (adjusts       
emitted sound to 5 dBA above ambient), directional alarms (reduces area influenced by alarm),    
radar operated warning devices (applies brake if object in path), reduced level alarms, and TV      
camera systems can be used when approved by the appropriate regulatory agencies.  

Noise Mitigation 

 Common Noise Reduction Techniques  
• Regular maintenance of equipment  

• Use of rubber lining in chutes, transfer points, trucks, etc.,  

• Installation of resilient liners on deck screens, crushers, etc. 

• Switching off equipment when not in use 

• Operational modifications (operating hours) 

• Enclosing pumps, conveyors, plant, etc. 

• Vibration dampening 

• Acquisition of natural buffer areas 

• Sound barriers, earth berms 

• Smart back-up alarm technologies 

• Minimization of dragline chain/bucket noise by operator 

• Modify/Maintain machinery mufflers/silencers 

Measurement of Dragline  
Noise Emission 


